
 

“Happy, Okay? is a beautifully written meditation filled with poignant and lyrical revelations 
on the joys, pains, and complications of life and the daily struggle to survive, create, and love.” 
Edwidge Danticat, internationally acclaimed Haitian-American novelist and 

short story writer 

Happy, Okay? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This poetry collection is designed for those suffering from mental illness and the people closest 
to them. It addresses the emotional contradictions of depression, anxiety, grief and loss, guiding 
the reader down a path to healing, fortitude, and life-sustaining joy.  
 
Looks can be deceiving. In the bustling throng of a city full of beautiful people, Paloma feels 
alone, anxious and defeated. Her nights are sleepless ordeals filled with the echoing doubt that 
the future holds anything more than an endless parade of meaningless motions, leading her 
nowhere but deeper into an abyss that pharmaceutical drugs and therapy cannot bridge on their 
own. She is deaf to the wisdom within her own belly, the Shadow who sings an eloquent love 
song of rebirth. 
 
Anxiety and depression. The tropical air around Paloma is ripe with the scents of paradise: 
Passionfruit, mamey, sapote, and mangoes hang heavy and ripe, ready to be picked and eaten, 
the delight of chin-dripping succulence—hers, if only she’d reach out and grasp it. But the only 
tastes Paloma's tongue can sense are bitter and bland.  
 
A flash of clarity. Paloma’s lover, José Armando, seeks to comfort her and smooth the razor-
sharp edges of her mind, but his voice only grates her nerves further, and deepens her depression 
and hopelessness. When clarity comes in a flash of insight, it speaks its wisdom in poems that 
lend her strength and hope, and teach her to embrace all the richness and vitality life has to offer. 
Paloma learns to value small glimmering moments of joy rather than searching for constant 
happiness, thus building hope for her future. 
 
A manifesto for life. Happy, Okay?: Poems about Anxiety, Depression, Hope, and Survival is not simply 
a narrative spun in verse by a masterful poet. It is an invitation to readers to shake off the stigma 
and silence of mental illness, and find strength in the only voice that matters: your own. It is an 
electric roadmap to healing and a manifesto for wholeness.  
 
In this inspiring and heartwarming book, readers will: 

§ Understand how to make happiness a decision, even when they don’t feel it in their 
bones 

§ Find out how to exercise patience and self-acceptance 
§ Attract hope and purpose back into their life 

Experience this lovely collection of poems to help you finally be Happy, Okay? 
 
Fans of Milk and Honey by Rupi Kaur, The Witch Doesn’t Burn in this One by Amanda Lovelace, 
and Depression & Other Magic Tricks by Sabrina Benaim will love Happy, Okay? by M.J. Fievre. 
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Born in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, M.J. Fièvre moved to the United States in 2002.  She 
currently writes from Miami. M.J.’s publishing career began as a teenager in Haiti.  At 
nineteen years-old, she signed her first book contract with Hachette-Deschamps, in 
Haiti, for the publication of a Young Adult book titled La Statuette Maléfique. Since then, 
M.J. has authored nine books in French that are widely read in Europe and the French 
Antilles. In 2013, One Moore Book released M.J.’s first children’s book, I Am Riding, 
written in three languages: English, French, and Haitian Creole. In 2015, Beating 
Windward Press published M.J.’s memoir, A Sky the Color of Chaos, about her childhood 
in Haiti during the brutal regime of Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Her latest book, Happy, 
Okay?: Poems about Anxiety, Depression, Hope, and Survival is scheduled for publication in 
December of 2019 by Books & Books Press, an imprint of Mango Publishing. Another 
book, Badass Black Girl is scheduled for publication in 2020.   
 
A long-time educator and frequent keynote speaker (Tufts University, Massachusetts; 
Howard University, Washington, D.C.; the University of Miami, Florida; and Michael 
College, Vermont; and a panelist at the Association of Writers & Writing Programs 
Conference, AWP), M.J. is available for book club meetings, podcast presentations, 
interviews and other author events. You can learn more about her and her work at her 
website: mjfievre.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mango is an innovative independent publisher based in beautiful and sunny Miami, 
Florida. Our goal is to create high-quality books that explore new ideas and start 
conversations with our readers. Our books seek to stretch the boundaries of our culture 
and get social waves flowing in new directions. We focus on building a strong 
relationship with our authors, who are some of the freshest, most distinctive voices of 
our time. 
 
Now in our fifth year, Mango has been hailed as, “One of the fastest growing publishers 
in the nation” by Publisher’s Weekly. 
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“M.J. Fievre’s Happy, Okay? offers us a hybrid reading experience. In this poem-play, or play-poem ‘a shadow/woman, a charcoal sketch’ 
journeys through the labyrinth of Big Pharma, a difficult love affair, and self-reflection to reach moments of the divine. Though hopeful, Happy, 
Okay? is not a happily-ever-after tale, but a realistic look at mental illness, the patriarchy, race, and gender. M.J. Fievre beautifully conjures a 

complex inner life under Miami's glaring sun.” 
Denise Duhamel, guest editor of The Best American Poetry  
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“In Paloma, M.J. Fievre has created a woman struggling for self-discovery. This is not easy when Paloma knows all too well 
that at the borders of existence dwell darkness, depression, and dead-eyed grief. A place where love can be both oasis and 
razor; where affection can become a ghostly and fleeting affliction not easily healed by words or human touch. Paloma travels 
these borderlands―far beyond grim silences and all-consuming shadows; far beyond medications like Zoloft, Prozac & Luvox 
that have comprised the lexicon of her human imbalance to ultimately reach the true north of human love. Love of self, and 
love of others. Ultimately, it is through Paloma’s journey that we can all learn to heal―if we remember to breathe, practice 
gratitude, and self-care. And above all else, keep the faith.” 
 
―Rich Ferguson, L.A. poet/novelist/spoken-word performer  
 
 
 
 
“Think of this beautiful book as a toolkit of verse shedding light on what it’s like, what it’s really like, to suffer from, or love 
someone suffering from, anxiety and mental illness. A musical weapon of a fable for girls of all colors, so that they may manage 
a confusing world and save themselves with self-love.” 
 
―Anjanette Delgado, author of The Clairvoyant of Calle Ocho 
 
 
 
 
 
“Clinical depression is a cold hand squeezing your heart. Anxiety feels like a close call with death. Reading Happy, Okay? told 
me I’m not alone in the struggle with mental illness. Paloma, the protagonist, goes from drowning in a sea of hopelessness to 
swimming to the shore of joy, deftly sharing with the reader tools to navigate the murky waters of her brain. In the end, 
happiness requires some work from within. I know it first-hand. On reading M.J. Fievre’s narrative poem, I believe the reader 
will know too.” 
 
―Lorraine C. Ladish, founder of VivaFifty.com & TheFlawedYogini.com 
 
 
 
 
“M.J. Fievre has written a classic Greek drama set in Hialeah, a latticework of speech set, at first, on the stage of a Metrorail 
station, and then in the manifesto-ridden psyche of a Miami woman in the midst of a rebirth. And what’s more Miami than a 
reinvention? The story in Happy, Okay? is timeless―love gained, love lost―but the characters and setting are pure Miami. My 
heart leapt every time I came across a mamey, an azalea, or a sapote. I could hear the rara band. I could taste the cold bottle 
of Prestige. ‘Where we come from,’ Fievre writes, ‘no one has the luxury of self-loathing.’ This isn't the Miami you read about 
in brochures; it's the Miami where ‘the moon is throwing knives through the trees;’ ‘Coqui frogs sing their love-croaks;’ and 
the air smells like breadfruit. In other words, it's the Miami we love.” 
 
―Scott Cunningham, founder/executive director of O, Miami 
 

 

MORE PRAISE 



 

 
“M.J. Fievre’s Happy, Okay? is a healing balm, a rapturous song of the self, a reminder that breaking is just another kind of 
rebirth. Told in breathtaking monologues and poetry, Happy, Okay? examines the roles we wear and let loose, and the stories 
we hold in our shadows. This collection declares ‘You are here. Nowhere else. & you are divine.’ A must read! You’ll be happy 
you picked up Happy, Okay? and happy to share it with everyone you know.” 
 
―Jennifer Maritza McCauley, author of SCAR ON/SCAR OFF 
 

 
 
“M.J. Fievre’s poem, Happy, Okay, is an ambitious, fascinating, sprawling, multivoiced work that sucks the reader in and does 
not let go. In rhythmic, evocative poetry, Fievre brings to vivid life the story of Paloma and Jose Armando―with Shadow, a 
disembodied voice of pain and hurt, swirling around them and within them. In Fievre’s lines, the city of Miami, specifically its 
Hialeah neighborhood, becomes more than just the backdrop for these two lovers―in Happy, Okay, we hear and sense the 
sounds, sights, and languages, the patois of Haitians, Jamaicans and Cubans, the sweetness of tropical fruit. These lovers orbit 
each other in their pain and desire, but the reader will soon discover this is no mere tale of ill-fated lovers. It’s a meditation on 
what we need to be happy, and an exploration of that hard-won wisdom. This poem, this book, will both haunt and delight, 
tease and deliver. It's a world of wonder, and a salve for our troubled times.” 
 
―Allison Joseph, author of Confessions of a Barefaced Woman 
 

 
 
“In this brave and complex narrative poem, M. J. Fievre rips the veil from the face of mental illness, showing us a tortured 
emotional landscape that disavows the salvific potential of romance and eschews easy notions of escape from a mind inured 
in pain. Paloma, the female speaker in the poem, is keenly aware of the maelstrom of chaos, indeterminacy, and fragility that 
renders her internal landscape a site of trauma that will require therapy, medication, time, and interiority to restore. 
 
“Happy, Okay? uses language that is raw, fresh, and at times, startling beautiful, to chart a myriad existence that recalls and 
implicates personal and political history, memory, home, family, and lived experience as sites of alterity, sustenance, alienation 
and possibility. 
 
“Place is paramount in Fievre’s poem. Miami, the northernmost Caribbean city, is a uniquely American polyglot of Haitian 
Creole, Jamaican Patois, Cuban Spanish, cortaditos and café-crème. Rendered as co-conspirator in the trauma of erasure for 
the Black Caribbean female subject, Miami is also a site of reconstitution and re-memory. 
 
‘Miami is a conspiracy of ravens 
on telephone poles. Miami is roads 
always under construction…’ 
 
“The Caribbean, a priori site of alterity, liminality and displacement, is also home. But it is a home that incites psychic and 
existential homelessness, silences and erasures with its disquieting and irreconcilable contradictions. 
 
“Yet Paloma, while brutally honest, is never hopeless. Clear-eyed and unsentimental, she disavows facile notions of wholeness 
and unity in a world that fragments, displaces and discards with impunity. If she has one salvific wish, it is the wish to be her 
own messiah. She is fragile, yet stubbornly determined to name, define, dissect, and thereby claim ownership and authority 
over her depression, sedulously reaching for stability and empowerment via the aegis of audacious storytelling, rigorous self-
excavation and emerging faith.” 
 
―Donna Aza Weir-Soley, author of Eroticism, Spirituality, and Resistance in Black Women’s Writings and The Woman Who Knew 
 


